PARTICIPATION RULES TO WIN QUANTUMSI’S CROME GIVE AWAY
“$1000 Gift Certificate for Amazon.com”
RETAIL VALUE $1,000 USD
1. Each user must submit one completely filled out entry form, which will be placed in the drawing. This
form consists of the following:
Required:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Full Name
Company
Position
Contact Phone Number
Contact Email Address
Product Interest Categories

Optional
g)
Comments on QuantumSI’s products
h)
Comments on your needs for either PM, FM, CM or billing data software
2. A participant must be 18 years or older to win.
3. Drawings will commence after the conference on March 28th, 2005, with the winner being notified
via both E-Mail and on QuantumSI’s site, http://www.quantumsi.com. The gift certificate will be
mailed at QuantumSI’s expense to any location in the continental United States plus Alaska and
Hawaii to the address supplied by the winning participant. Taxes, Duties and all export costs to other
locations will be paid by the winning participant.
5. If the winning participant fails to a) respond to E-mails or phone messages in a five week period
Quantum that participant’s claim to the computer system shall be voided and QuantumSI will have no
further obligation to choose an alternate winner under these rules.
6. Each participant is limited to one entry in the drawing and will be disqualified if more than one entry
is submitted for the drawing, EXCEPT for selected “skill participants”, which may receive an
additional five entries. No more than five entries shall be awarded to a “skill participant”
7. Skill participants shall be invited at QuantumSI’s sole discretion to participate in a hands on CROME
demonstration with a QuantumSI engineer to create a specific performance management (PM) report
using QuantumSI’s CROME system. In order to receive an additional five entries a “skill participant”
must a) generate a report using the CROME software system operating at the QuantumSI booth within
a 10 minute "hands on" period and also provide QuantumSI with their written comments.
8. Employees of a) QuantumSI, b) whole and/or partially owned subsidiaries of QuantumSI and c)
Current Clients of QuantumSI, and expressly forbidden to participate in this contest.
10. QuantumSI reserves the right to use the comments about the software products of QuantumSI by any
skill participant, with or without attribution or compensation.

